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Propify selected in top 25 Start-ups to Pitch to
Investors in Silicon Valley
12 February 2018, Silicon Valley
Palo Alto, CA, February 12, 2018: Propify, the Noosa Heads based property
technology firm revolutionising real estate marketing around the world has been
invited to pitch to investors in Silicon Valley.
The company has recently received rave reviews in New York City with its ground
breaking and game changing real estate listing & search platform, recognised in New
York as the “Top 25 Under The Radar Companies You Must Watch”.
Propify’s aim is to provide an open, fair and free real estate search platform for
buyers, sellers and real estate agents. The company employs the use of Blockchain
to deliver its No-Portal framework, whereby real estate listings are published on social
media, search engines and its own Block Explorer.
“Propify is a solid product and it is encouraging to receive great recognition and
feedback within the New York Real Estate Community,” Propify Managing Director
Stephen Sharry says.
“It is even more encouraging to be one of 25 start-ups, not just Property Technology
start-ups to pitch to Silicon Valley investors.”.
Propify has a solid team of leading technology, finance and property executives from
private and public sectors within Australia and the United States. It is no surprise
Propify has been providing commentary on Blockchain’s imminent rally on the
property industry, speaking with CBS, Bisnow and top real estate specific
publications.
“The interest Propify is receiving is a concrete endorsement that the path we are on is
the right path,” Sharry adds.
“Within three years, the real estate listing and search platforms will greatly change. In
my professional opinion, the entire property technology landscape change
dramatically in the next three years from today’s available technology.”.
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Propify has the right building blocks for success, with its high calibre team, solid
technology and international industry endorsement, the company is ideally placed to
lead property technology into the future.
Accepted as one of the finalists to pitch to Silicon Valley investors is a great
achievement for the company. Propify won its placement over thousands of
applicants to pitch its product and business offering. The Propify team will present on
February 15, 2018, Californian time.
To find out more about Propify and its services, visit www.propify.online.

---- ENDS ---About Propify
Propify, a real estate search application that helps property buyers & sellers find the
exact property, best real estate agent and the ideal lifestyle. A No-Portal real estate
search ecosystem, Propify allows property buyers to find the ideal lifestyle first
without setting a suburb, bathroom, bedroom or garage amount.
Real estate content is curated and published from the Blockchain on its Block
Explorer, content is remastered and integrated into social media networks for users to
discover more easily.
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